ONE REALITY NOW (Nuggets of Wisdom)
This paper and concomitant presentation deal with a potpourri of subjects after
defining new acronyms and concepts and list of my assumptions. While initially the paper
will have jut one paragraph delineating each concept, eventually it is envisioned it can take
up a whole chapter in a book. In the mean time here is just a list of concepts divided into
secular natural philosophy and super natural theistic philosophy. In ONE Reality such
labels and arbitrary divisions are irrelevant. Many a reader would prefer to realign a
couple as they have nexus to both philosophies and there is no hard and fast bright dividing
line between them. Some would define them differently based on their world view. My
definition of religion is broad enough “Relationship with God” such that absence of
relationship or denial of supernatural itself is a religion in its own right; just like zero is a
number and untouchable Shudras are/were a caste in the Hindu system of beliefs.
Eventually the author integrated the two into one reality.

Natural Philosophy
1. Nothing travels at speed of light not even light.
2. Universal Relationship Law more powerful than Newton’s Universal Gravitation
Law
3. FTPRU – Finite Temporal Physical Relative Universe
4. 3 Prongs of Evolution – Virtual, Interventional and Environmental (hybrid)
5. 12 Sleep & Dream Cycles & Stages
6. Our range of operational experience is from 1/c to c and even our imagination range
is from infinitesimal to infinitude
7. #D or No D, 3M or No M and 3T or NO T
8. Contradictions, anomalies and paradoxes are signs of our incomplete or faulty
understanding
9. Our Milky Way Galaxy is much loser to the edge of the universe than the center
10. Universe and all astronomy is real time
11. Everything is similar to a well as difference from everything else.
12. Corrections to ICONS of Science including minor corrections to the work product
of Archimedes, Aristotle, Galileo, Newton, Darwin and Einstein.
13. SXP ( Iso Cross Phenomenon) Half the men are not men and half the women are not
women (much less ladies) so travails of motherhood, blessings of priesthood,
questionable evils of homosexuals are not limited to either sex or gender.
14. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle itself is uncertain
15. There is nothing Random not even random number generator
16. Schrödinger’s cat is dead.
17. If you don’t like something go argue with God as he is omniall and in charge of it
all.

18. GPS tells us where on earth we are but even more important is knowing where in
the heavens we are.
19. Universe by definition is ONE (all that there is) such that the virtual and physical
embodiments are one as every person who ever designed, made or created
something already knows.
20. Sound cannot travel without a medium and light has no need to travel without a
medium. Sound speed increases with the density of the medium and light speed
decreases with increasing density.
21. The relationship between the absolute zero and the relative zero is like the
relationship between the creator and the created. Likewise relationship between
absolute zero and infinitesimal; and between infinity and infinitude.
22. Four uses of Zero are absolute, relative zero, place holder position multiplier like
any other number and of course as the first symbol and number of the base N
numbering system by some at least some of the time.
23. The unexpressed gene controls the gene expression
24. PASTUR: Biogenesis – Only life begets life.
OUR PAL: Everything has life. It’s the degree that varies. Everything has
Xentropy (Exentropy – Entropy) until death at which time for the first time the
accumulated entropy exceeds the accumulated extropy.
25. Universe has infinite variety. Like no two snow flakes No two electrons are same.
26. The free agency of electrons in an electrical circuit and or water molecules in
flowing water is de minimus.

Theistic Philosophy
1. God is Omni-All and in-charge of it all and operated through the Panthroptimum
principle.
2. What did God do in 1st two days of creation and why?
3. Panthoptimum principle and its interface to Free Agency of man.
4. IEVAU – Infinite Eternal Virtual Absolute Universe
5. 12 part whole beings exceptions include Adam before creation of Eve, Jesus Christ,
God(s), angels and Demons
6. Four Es (Everybody, Everything, Everywhere & Every time
7. No two people have same religion (Relationship with God)
8. Not all ten commandments are created equal
9. Gods range is single number Infinity which equals zero and 1 and their reciprocals
and He is the ONE
10. Experiences of RDE are better indicators of attributes and nature of God than
almost all other sources combined which are fraught with 3P7S errors
11. The battle is not between science and religion or world views but between good and
evil.

12. There is But ONE Reality in But ONE Universe created by But ONE God – Rose by
any other name Allah or Elohim, OM or I AM, Jehovah or Jesus or Isa Masih or
Absolute Nothing.
13. Everything was created in virtual or invisible form first
14. GOD is ONE but all religions have valid purpose in harmony with panthroptimum
principle.
15. Balance and interface between FREE Agency and panthroptimum principle are
very important
16. God but God alone is infinite to the exclusion of all others including Wanna Be God
the evil devil himself.
17. Everything was created in virtual embodiment first.
18. Glory of God is intelligence. God wants us to understand the universe He created as
the 67th book of scriptures. It is created simple, in harmony with the Ockham’s
razor and the principle of irreducible complexity. Thus everybody (including those
with advanced professional credentials) can understand His creation by relating to
daily experiences.
19. Scriptures and science both reveal God and His works - all have mix of good and
evil both allowed by God.
20. Not only God acts in mysterious ways but so do Jesus and Lucifer (Satan the
accuser)
21. We are created in the image God which means God looks something like us in the
mirror, we can see him and yet we cannot touch him when we go behind the mirror
because mysteriously he is not there.
22. The best way to understand God is to experience parenting relationships.
23. The best way to act in your best interest is to act in the best interest of the person
you are with instead of focusing on Me, NOW and EZ formula. Love the Lord, thy
neighbor and thy enemy and thyself. Forgive others if you expect to be forgiven by
God
24. Sacrifice is giving up something good now for someone else for something better
later for your-self.
25. Man is what part of God once was and God is what man may become part of.
26. Men and women are same in the sight of God, so are homosexuals and heterosexuals
and singles with biological or adopted or no children at all. If God loves us all
unconditionally and eternally to be crucified in our place, then why cant we learn to
sacrifice a bit once in a while for some at least some of the time or at least stop
terrorism of innocent
27. Sons of Adam and daughters of Eve refers to soul gender and not the physical sex
which is declared by looking between the legs of the fetus or the infant at birth
before the umbilical cord is cut.

28. “Right shall appear wrong and wrong shall appear right” is easier said than
discriminated. Since God allowed it all including pleasure/joy and pain/suffering of
the innocent.
29. What we think is Good may actually be bad and vice versa. What we think is real
may be virtual and what we think is virtual may be real
30. The foundation of everything is relative is absolute.
31. The antidote to evils of evils is to reciprocate by good (a bit like love thy enemy) or
at least not confront or engage in dialogue. This is analogous to the adage; the best
antidote to the evils of Freedom is more freedom and not less freedom.
32. Faith knowledge ladder discriminates between True (AKA Blind) and stupid faith
33. More you exercise your free agency judiciously/righteously, more FREE you will
feel which will give you more incentive to exercise more free agency more often
thereby forming a positive feed back cycle with unlimited potential.
34. Chaos is absence of order. Complete disorder like complete entropy does not exist
except in our imagination until death at which time you have extropy without
entropy.
35. The purpose of man on earth is for the soul to learn that it will be possible to dwell
with and share the infinite kingdom of God.

